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Thor 5110
Carpet Protection Film

Super High Adhesive Strength 
Puncture Resistant Penetration 

Resistant Easy Unwind Easy 
Application & Uniquely 

Formulated Clean Release 
Removal With No ResidueStock Sizes Available:     

150 x 50mt Rolls
500 x 50mt Rolls

1000 x 100mt Rolls (Reverse Wound)
1000 x 200mt Rolls (Dispenser Required)

Distributed By:



THOR5110 Carpet Protection Film 
 

Before using this product, read product information, application instructions, and limited warranty. 
  
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR USE ON CARPET ONLY. 

 
THOR5110 Carpet Film is a self-adhering clear polyethylene film with a pressure sensitive adhesive coating on one side 
for temporary carpet protection.  Use to protect carpet from heavy foot traffic during construction, remodelling, moving, 
office fit outs and painting.  Rolls out like a carpet and stays in place.  This film is designed for application to synthetic 
carpet and can be easily removed without leaving any residue.  
 
Ask your dealer for other products available for surfaces such as marble, tile, vinyl, glass and factory finished hardwoods.  
Do not apply over damp carpet or flooring that may be subject to moisture accumulation.  Freshly cleaned carpets must 
be allowed to dry completely for a minimum of 10 days.  Test area for adhesion before applying.  This product should not 
be left in place for more than 65 days.  Examine periodically and remove or replace as necessary if exposed to high 
temperature, direct sunlight or other extreme conditions of temperature and time.  
 
STORAGE: This product should not be stored or attempted to be used in extremely hot (over 400C), or cold (below 00C) 
temperatures.  This film cannot be recycled after use and should be disposed of properly. Shipping carton and core are 
recyclable. 
 

APPLICATION 
1. Remove from box and retain carton for future storage. 
2. Locate the end, cut of film and pull out several inches to determine the unwind direction. 
3. Apply hand pressure to first metre of unwound film so it adheres firmly to the carpet. 
4. Unroll to desired length and reposition if necessary. 
5. Using a THOR Dispenser on long runs makes it firmly adhere. 
6. Carefully raise roll off the carpet and cut with scissors or blade away from you. 
7. When finished, fold a small edge back against the roll to use next time. 
 
QUESTIONS 
Q Why should THOR5110 Carpet Film be used on carpet only? 
A This film uses a specifically formulated, pressure sensitive, adhesive system developed for carpet, allowing it to stay 

firmly in place in high traffic areas.   When applied to a surface other than carpet, the increased surface area makes the 
film extremely difficult to remove and may damage the substrate. 

 
Q  What if THOR5110 Carpet Film was mistakenly applied to a hard, non-porous surface like tile or hardwood floors? 
A  Immediately remove upon realizing it was applied to a surface other than carpet.  The length of time it was applied will 

depend on how much gloss or finish is removed from the floor.  If any sticky residue remains, it can best be removed 
with a strong solvent based cleaner.  CAUTION: Always test the cleaner on a discrete area first. 

 
Q  Lighter coloured carpet appears faded, was any damage done to carpet? 
A  No, actually the traffic along the edge of the film has darkened where there was no protection.  The carpet where 

THOR5110 Carpet Film was applied is the original colour.  This can be avoided by covering all carpeted areas. 
 

LIMITED WARRANTY 
The sole obligation of the manufacturer, distributor or seller of this product shall be to replace.  If notified of defect within 
six(6) months of the date of purchase, such quality of the product as is proved defective, and shall not be liable for injury, 
loss, or damage, either direct or consequential, arising out of or the inability to use the product. Prior to use, purchaser 
and/or user assumes the risk and liability whatever in connection therewith. This limited warranty offered in connection 
with the manufacture and sale of the product is exclusive and in lieu of any other warranties, express, implied, or 
statutory, including without limitation and direct or implied warranty of fitness for a particular use. 


